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                To the Editor: Bioinformatics software comes in a variety of programming languages and requires diverse installation methods. This heterogeneity makes management of a software stack complicated, error-prone, and inordinately time-consuming. Whereas software deployment has traditionally been handled by administrators, ensuring the reproducibility of data analyses1,2,3 requires that the researcher be able to maintain full control of the software environment, rapidly modify it without administrative privileges, and reproduce the same software stack on different machines.
The Conda package manager (https://conda.io) has become an increasingly popular means to overcome these challenges for all major operating systems. Conda normalizes software installations across language ecosystems by describing each software with a human readable ‘recipe’ that defines meta-information and dependencies, as well as a simple ‘build script’ that performs the steps necessary to build and install the software. Conda builds software packages in an isolated environment, transforming them into relocatable binaries. Importantly, it obviates reliance on system-wide administration privileges by allowing users to generate isolated software environments in which they can manage software versions by project, without generating incompatibilities and side-effects (Supplementary Results). These environments support reproducibility, as they can be rapidly exchanged via files that describe their installation state. Conda is tightly integrated into popular solutions for reproducible data analysis such as Galaxy4, bcbio-nextgen (https://github.com/chapmanb/bcbio-nextgen), and Snakemake5. To further enhance reproducibility guarantees, Conda can be combined with container or virtual machine-based approaches and archive facilities such as Zenodo (Supplementary Results). Finally, although Conda provides many commonly used packages by default, it also allows users to optionally include additional, community-managed repositories of packages (termed channels).
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